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100people x 2,000hr/yr x 10yrs =

2 MILLION HOURS
It’s only an approximation (but certainly accurate to the order of magnitude) of the amount
of time dedicated to bringing you the amazing products inside this catalog. Of course we’ve
used the finest chemists to actually formulate these products, but the process we use to
create the right products is an ongoing part of everyone’s role at Santec.
It all comes down to identifying CLEAN NEEDS, and this is best done when knowledge
and experience are freely shared by all. From the start, we have believed in listening to
what our people have to say and it is safe to say that all our products have been shaped
if not invented by this belief.
And so, we present you with the 2018 Santec Clean Needs Catalog. We are pretty sure
you will find all the products you need right here. But in case you don’t, just let any one of
us know what you need and we’ll add it to the catalog.
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green

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

cove

Santec Green Cove™ Certified
How important is a “certification” when it
is established by the same company
that makes the product? Is it even
possible to be self-certified?
A resounding yes to both questions! In fact, our Green Cove
Certification is so much more
than some generic standard
to be met, it is our promise of
the highest level of quality
and an integration of this high
standard as a key feature of our
products’ formulations.
We have always sought to make products that are safe for the environment, the
people who use them, and the people who
live and work in the spaces they are used.
There are numerous agencies that have
created standards to define various
levels of safety and we have studied
them all carefully.
More often than not, simply
meeting one or more of
these standards still left
plenty of room to make a
product that is even safer
and cleaner than the
standards require. Green Cove
is our commitment to meet this
higher standard.

ENVIRONMENT
Green Cove Certified products are safe
for the environment both in the space
they are used and beyond. They do
not harm water supplies or the
pipes that feed them, they do not
harm the land, soil or vegetation
and they do not pose any
threat to the air from here on
the ground up to the outer
reaches of the stratosphere.
HEALTH & SAFETY
For those who use Green Cove
Certified products as instructed there
is little risk to their skin, respiratory, vision
or internal health. And while our products
definitely do not taste good, there is no
need to worry about accidental splashes
causing any harm.
We created Green Cove as a way to
set ourselves apart. Green Cove
combines all the standards for
safety, health, and the environment into one certification.
For our products to earn the
Green Cove label they must
clear a very high bar indeed.
And they must do this
without compromising efficacy or efficiency.

Although we have significantly extended Green Cove certification to a large number of products over the years, we still
have products without this certification.This is because there are still many clean needs in need of solutions that simply
can't meet those standards and still be effective. But our commitment to safety and the environment still extends to the
use of these products through explicit instructions on how to use and dispose of them safely. We also offer training on
best practices for these products and we have a complete set of safety sheets posted for every product that we make.
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READY TO SERVE
Our RESOLVE SERIES of cleaning solutions is a comprehensive collection of products designed to keep every
step of your food prepartion, clean-up and processing
operations safe, sanitary and ready to use.

Each product is designed to work as efficiently as possible for the problem it solves: Surfactants that remove
grease quickly, and dry as you wipe them. Dish cleaners
that leave your dishes spotless. Disinfectants that keep
surfaces safe and clean.

RESOLVE SERIES
high-performance food service solutions
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RESOLVE SERIES

(*products listed in blue are in our FUSION SERIES)
(*products listed in green are in our LINDEN SERIES)

clean kitchen

SO MANY SURFACES
Everything needed to keep a working kitchen working
clean. Using the right cleaner for the right surface makes
clean-up quick, easy and complete.

GRILL & OVEN
five heavy duty oven cleaner
six clinging oven cleaner
ten high performance clinging gel grill cleaner
twenty four heavy duty clinging oven cleaner
twenty eight low foaming oven cleaner
thirty three heavy duty foaming oven cleaner
thirty six non-caustic, foaming oven cleaner
thirty nine premium kitchen degreaser

DRAIN & SEWER
eleven drain + sewer treatment
formula 747* versatile specialty cleaner

COUNTERTOPS
thirty five food contact surface sanitizer
red* heavy duty multi-surface cleaner
lemon* citrus based multi-surface cleaner
citrus* citrus based multi-surface cleaner (RTU)
orange* heavy duty + multi-surface cleaner
steel* oil-based stainless steel cleaner
silver* stainless steel cleaner + polish
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QUARRY TILE FLOORS
fourteen enzyme enriched floor cleaner
thirty nine premium kitchen degreaser
fifty two quarry tile floor cleaner
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RESOLVE SERIES

(*products listed in blue are in our FUSION SERIES)

CLEAN ENOUGH TO EAT
Whether by machine or by hand, our dish cleaners get the
job done by ensuring shiny, sparkling sanitized dishes are
the only kind that make it out of the kitchen.

clean dishes
PRE SOAK

DETERGENT

RINSE

four flatware + silverware presoak
nine no thaw freezer cleaner
twelve destainer + cleaner
eighteen solid flatware presoak + detarnish
thirty two destainer + cleaner

one machine dish detergent
fifteen encapsulated machine dish detergent
seventeen solid machine detergent
nineteen machine dish detergent solid

two machine rinse additive
twenty seven machine rinse additive HW
thirty eight low temp machine rinse additive
forty solid rinse additive & drying agent

MACHINE
zero lime scale remover
four flatware + silverware presoak
steel* oil-based stainless steel cleaner
silver* stainless steel cleaner + polish
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DETERGENT

SANITIZER

HAND CARE

seven concentrated pot + dish detergent
sixteen concentrated + solid manual pot detergent
twenty three concentrated pot + dish detergent
thirty seven concentrated pot + dish detergent
fifty one machine dish detergent HW

nine no thaw freezer cleaner
twenty disinfectant, sanitizer and virucide
thirty five food contact surface sanitizer
forty two fruit + vegetable Wash

mauve* pearlescent + antibacterial lotion hand soap
teal* antibacterial foaming soap + body wash
myrtle* foaming hand soap + body wash
aqua* pearlescent + lotion hand soap
raspberry* foaming + alcohol hand sanitizer
cranberry* waterless + alcohol hand sanitizer
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RESOLVE SERIES

clean process

PRISTINE PROCESSES
The wide variety of machines and ingredients used in food
processing require a full line of specialty cleaners to make
sure the final product is always ready to consume.

SANITIZERS
eight disinfectant sanitizer
twenty disinfectant, sanitizer and virucide
thirty five food contact surface sanitizer

SPECIALTY CLEANERS
nine no thaw freezer cleaner
twenty one heavy duty foaming alkaline cleaner
twenty two non-foaming alkaline cleaner for soft metals
twenty five high foaming chlorinated caustic cleaner
twenty six high foaming alkaline cleaner for soft metals
twenty eight heavy duty smokehouse + oven cleaner
twenty nine conveyor lube + burnishing compound
thirty foaming acid cleaner
thirty one waste water neutralizer
forty one carbon residue remover
forty two fruit + vegetable wash
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RESOLVE SERIES

zero

one

Zero removes lime film, iron stains and scale on many
washable surfaces. Effective on stains that resist
alkaline detergents and for soils with high calcium,
magnesium or iron content. Excellent for use on dish
machines, hospital or laboratory glassware, vitreous
china and animal cages

One is a superior, non-foaming dishwashing liquid that
also reduces the formation and build-up of scale and
scum in dishwashing machines.

lime scale remover

machine dish detergent

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
408205
Usage:
Concentrate
GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
407804
Liquid
Concentrate

4/1 gal
408204
Liquid
Concentrate

two

three

Two is an extremely effective rinse additive / drying
agent that eliminates filming and reduces drying time on
all wares, including plastics. Exceptionally fast sheeting
action ensures consistently spotless results.

Three is an EPA registered concentrated liquid chlorine
sanitizer and destainer (12.5% by weight available
chlorine) specifically formulated for use in low temperature dishwashing machines. It is not to be used with
silver or silverplated utensils. It leaves plates, dishes and
glasses sparkling clean and hygienic.

machine rinse additive

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE
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GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

low temperature sanitizer

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
401305
Usage:
Concentrate

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
408405
Usage:
Concentrate

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
401304
Liquid
Concentrate

4/1 gal
408404
Liquid
Concentrate

RESOLVE SERIES

four

five

Four is safe for use on all metals and is highly effective
in removing various soil loads and types. Resolve Four
delivers sparkling silverware and stainless steel results.
Especially formulated to penetrate tough food soil
deposits. Resolve Four is also formulated to remove
grease from pots and pans without effort.

Five is a fast acting, penetrating and powerful grill and
oven cleaner that can be sprayed or brushed on surfaces
for rapid, effective and easy cleaning of the toughest
baked-on food soils, grease and grime.

flatware + silverware presoak

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
408005
Usage:
Concentrate
GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
408004
Liquid
Concentrate

heavy duty oven cleaner

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
402404
Liquid
RTU

QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Usage:

8/1 quarts
402408
RTU

six

seven

Six is a thick, clinging alkaline liquid formulated to
penetrate, loosen and liquefy baked-on food soils,
carbon deposits, grease and grime. Six has a thickened
formulation that provides longer contact time with soil
on vertical surfaces for a more thorough cleaning.

Seven is an ultra concentrated, high performance
manual warewashing detergent designed for use in
industrial and institutional manual warewashing operations. Seven easily breaks down stubborn food soils,
grease and oils, leaving dishes, utensils and cookware
sparkling clean. The free rinsing, high-active formula
produces rich suds which are exceptionally stable, even
in the presence of extreme grease loads.

clinging oven cleaner

concentrated pot + dish detergent

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

250 GALLON (250 GAL)
SKU:
4083250
Usage:
Concentrate
15 GALLON (15 GAL)
SKU:
408315
Usage:
Concentrate
5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
408305
Usage:
Concentrate
QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Usage:

8/1 quarts
401608
RTU

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
408304
Liquid
Concentrate
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RESOLVE SERIES

eight

nine

Eight is a concentrated deodorizer, disinfectant and sanitizer
containing a combination of two active quaternary ammonium
compounds in a water base. EPA registered for third sink and
other hard food contact surfaces.

Nine is an environmentally safe ready-to-use alkaline
cleaner for use in freezers, coolers, cold rooms and other
areas with low temperatures. It cleans at sub-freezing
temperatures without the need for defrosting. Product is
safe on all metals.

disinfectant sanitizer

no thaw freezer cleaner

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
405255
Usage:
Concentrate
5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
405205
Usage:
Concentrate
GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
405204
Liquid
Concentrate

ten

high performance clinging gel
grill + fryer cleaner
Ten is the most unique powerful and penetrating degreaser
ever developed. Its super concentrated blend of alkalinity
and lipophilic non-foaming surfactants makes it the most
effective product in the marketplace to totally remove the
most stubborn and thickest grease/oil deposits from floors,
walls and industrial and commercial equipment.

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
403004
Liquid
RTU

eleven

drain + sewer treatment
Eleven digests and degrades a wide range of fats, oils
and grease making it possible for other solids to flow
through the system. Where other cleaners mask odors
our Eleven eliminates them, by digesting the organics that
cause them. Eleven is made up of 100% non-pathogenic,
beneficial bacteria and organic cleaning compounds,
making it non-toxic and safe for the environment.
green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

15 GALLON (15 GAL)
SKU:
403115
Usage:
RTU
5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
403105
Usage:
RTU
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GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:

4/1 gal
406204
Gel

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
403104
Liquid
RTU

RESOLVE SERIES

twelve

fourteen

Twelve is a powerful alkaline chlorinated warewash
destainer and cleaner that safely and rapidly bleaches
coffee, tea, and food stains while also removing tenacious
adsorbed oils from plastics, china, glass and metal surfaces.

Fourteen is a high performance floor cleaner, odor eliminator,
and grease digester, recommended for use in commercial food
service areas. No rinsing is required. It contains a blend of
detergents, emulsifiers, builders, and non-pathogenic bacteria
that has been specifically selected to digest complex proteins,
starches, and fats. Fourteen’s unique bacterial action continues
to clean between regularly scheduled cleanings to help keep
grease accumulations to a minimum. Fourteen is also
particularly effective at cleaning and maintaining recessed
areas in flooring surfaces, such as grouting and drain areas.

destainer + cleaner

enzyme enriched floor cleaner

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
408504
Liquid
Concentrate

QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Usage:

8/1 quarts
408508
RTU

fifteen

encapsulated machine dish detergent
Fifteen is a premium, encapsulated, heavy-duty, chlorinated
dish detergent powder, designed to deliver optimum cost
in use across a wide range of water conditions and soil
loads. Not for soft or precious metals.

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
408104
Liquid
Concentrate

sixteen

concentrated + solid
manual pot detergent
Sixteen is a versatile ultra concentrated high sudsing pot
and pan solid detergent. It is suitable for manual cleaning of all kitchen utensils. Especially formulated with a
superior blend of emulsifiers and wetting agents to cut
grease on heavily soiled pots and pans.
green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

9 lb
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/9 lb
480149
Granular/Powder
Concentrate

5 lb
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/5 lb
480220
Solid
Concentrate
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RESOLVE SERIES

seventeen

eighteen

Seventeen is a premium phosphate free dish detergent
solid in a capsule. It is formulated as a heavy duty
combination of alkaline builders, organic polymeric
compounds, especially complex hardness ions, soil
suspending polyacrylates, and non-foaming detergents.

Eighteen is a solid pre-soak that loosens, softens and
soaks away food soils and films from silverware, stainless
steel, flatware and glass. It contains a blend of detergents
and water conditioning agents to safely loosen soil
without attacking metal or dishware. It can also be used
to detarnish silver.

solid machine detergent

solid flatware presoak + detarnish

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

6.5 lb
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/6.5 lb
484046
Solid
Concentrate

6 lb
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/6 lb
480346
Solid
Concentrate

nineteen

twenty

Nineteen is a high performance dish detergent solid in a
capsule. It was specifically designed to be safely used on
all metals including aluminum and other soft metals. It is
formulated as a heavy duty combination of alkaline builders,
water conditioners, soil suspending polyacrylates, and
non-foaming detergents.

Twenty is a concentrated deodorizer, disinfectant and sanitizer
containing a combination of two active quaternary ammonium
compounds in a water base. EPA registered for third sink and
other hard food contact surfaces.

machine dish detergent solid

disinfectant, sanitizer and virucide

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
401255
Usage:
Concentrate
5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
401205
Usage:
Concentrate
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7.5 lb
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/7.5 lb
400030
Solid
Concentrate

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
401204
Liquid
Concentrate

RESOLVE SERIES

twenty one

heavy duty foaming alkaline cleaner
Twenty One is a specially-formulated, heavy-duty
foaming alkaline cleaner for cleaning floors, walls and
equipment in food processing plants. It may also be
used to effectively clean smokehouses and other
stubborn soils.

twenty two

non-foaming alkaline cleaner
for soft metals
Twenty Two is a heavy-duty, non-chlorinated, non-foaming, alkaline detergent recommended for pan and tray
washing, CIP cleaning, pressure and foam cleaning,
and floor cleaning. Formulated especially for use on
aluminum, zinc, and galvanized metals.

55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
402855
Usage:
Concentrate

55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
402955
Usage:
Concentrate

15 GALLON (15 GAL)
SKU:
402815
Usage:
Concentrate

15 GALLON (15 GAL)
SKU:
402915
Usage:
Concentrate

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
402805
Usage:
Concentrate

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
402905
Usage:
Concentrate

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
402804
Liquid
Concentrate

4/1 gal
402904
Liquid
Concentrate

twenty three

twenty four

Twenty Three is a concentrated, grease-fighting biodegradable dish soap designed for use in industrial and institutional manual warewashing operations. Twenty Three leaves a
fresh Clementine scent as it easily breaks down stubborn
food soils, grease and oils, leaving dishes, utensils and
cookware sparkling clean.

Twenty Four is a heavy duty, penetrating and clinging
industrial oven and stove cleaner that dwells for a long
time on all surfaces making it especially effective for
vertical surfaces and heavily encrusted and baked-on
greases and food soils.

concentrated pot + dish detergent

heavy duty clinging oven cleaner

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

15 GALLON (15 GAL)
SKU:
409015
Usage:
Concentrate
5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
409005
Usage:
Concentrate
GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
409004
Liquid
Concentrate

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
427004
Liquid
RTU
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RESOLVE SERIES

twenty five

twenty six

Twenty Five is a heavy-duty, foaming, chlorinated liquid
alkaline cleaner. Twenty Five contains a blend of biodegradable synthetic detergents, foam stabilizers, alkaline
builders, water softeners, and chlorine. For use on all
types of non-porous metal surfaces, including aluminum
and galvanized.

Twenty Six is a concentrated high foaming, non-butyl,
non-phosphate, non-free alkali, heavy duty, alkaline
cleaner formulated to quickly remove dirt, grease and
grime from a variety of surfaces. It was formulated to be
safe on aluminum and other galvanized metals.

high foaming chlorinated caustic cleaner

high foaming alkaline cleaner
for soft metals

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
402755
Usage:
Concentrate

55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
409155
Usage:
Concentrate

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
402705
Usage:
Concentrate

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
409105
Usage:
Concentrate

twenty seven
machine rinse additive HW

Twenty Seven is an extremely effective rinse additive /
drying agent that eliminates filming and reduces drying time
on all wares, including plastics. Exceptionally fast sheeting
action ensures consistently spotless results. Performs well
in hard water and high solids conditions.
green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
429005
Usage:
Concentrate
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GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
429004
Liquid
Concentrate

twenty eight

heavy duty low foaming
smokehouse + oven cleaner
Twenty Eight is a low-foam, heavy-duty liquid alkaline
detergent recommended for circulation, boil-out, soak,
gel, and atomizing cleaning. Recommended for use in
smokehouses, meat and poultry processing plants,
institutional kitchens, canneries, beverage plants, dairies
and breweries. Not for use on aluminum, galvanized
metals, or painted surfaces.

55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
434455
Usage:
Concentrate
5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
434405
Usage:
Concentrate

RESOLVE SERIES

twenty nine

thirty

Twenty Nine is a dual purpose product. As a conveyor lube
it’s a concentrated chain lubricant suited for conveyors in all
food and beverage processing plants. As a burnishing
compound it’s very effective in cleaning and burnishing a
wide variety of metals while offering some corrosion
protection; because of its mild nature it’s ideally suited for
fine silverware in commercial kitchens.

Thirty is a non-fuming, high foaming acid cleaner formulated
to efficiently remove hard water scale and proteinaceous
food film from food processing equipment - primarily
aluminum, galvanized and stainless steel. It not only cleans
the surfaces, it imparts them with a renewed brightness
and shine.

conveyor lube + burnishing compound

foaming acid cleaner

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
430004
Liquid
RTU

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
400005
Usage:
Concentrate

thirty one

thirty two

Thirty One is a caustic based neutralizer that adjusts the
pH of acidic industrial waste water prior to disposal.

Thirty Two is a non-abrasive, granular peroxygen based
destaining compound that safely removes coffee and
coffee oils, tea and food stains from plastics and china; Also
removes rancid coffee oils and tannins from aluminum and
stainless steel coffee urns.

waste water neutralizer

55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
428455
Usage:
Concentrate

destainer + cleaner

6 lb
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/6 lb
493045
Solid
Concentrate
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RESOLVE SERIES

thirty three

thirty five

Thirty Three is a high foam, heavy duty, fast acting, penetrating and clinging industrial aerosol delivered oven cleaner
that dwells for a long time on all surfaces making it the first
choice for vertical surfaces and heavy encrusted and
baked-on foods and carbon stuck to ovens, grills, hoods
and drip pans.

Thirty Five is an EPA registered ready to use product for
cleaning, deodorizing, sanitizing previously cleaned
food contact surfaces. It can be used to sanitize both
mobile items such as drinking glasses and dishes as
well as immobile items such as countertops and food
processing equpiment.

heavy duty foaming oven cleaner

20 oz
Pack Size:
SKU:
Usage:

12/20 oz
80824
Aerosol

food contact surface sanitizer

QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:

8/1 quarts
414908

thirty six

thirty seven

Thirty Six is a non-caustic degreaser designed for quick
removal of greasy deposits and carbonized grease from
stainless steel surfaces such as ovens, stove hoods,
greasy vents, grills, broilers and deep fat fryers.

Thirty Seven is an unscented ultra concentrated, high
performance manual warewashing detergent designed
for use in industrial and institutional manual warewashing
operations. Thirty Seven easily breaks down stubborn
food soils, grease and oils, leaving dishes, utensils and
cookware sparkling clean. This product is especially
desirable in baking establishments where baking in
rubber based baking forms are still common.

non-caustic, foaming oven cleaner

concentrated pot + dish detergent

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE
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QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Usage:

8/1 quarts
414508
RTU

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
414705
Usage:
Concentrate

RESOLVE SERIES

thirty eight

thirty nine

Thirty Eight is an extremely effective rinse additive/
drying agent that eliminates filming and reduces drying
time on all wares, including plastics. It was formulated
especially for use in low temperature, energy efficient
dishwasher machines.

Thirty Nine is a blend of surface active agents, highly
effective for the removal of fats, greases, and carbon
deposits. This product is also recommended for grills,
deep fryers, and undersides of range hoods or canopies
where grease and carbon accumulate.

low temp machine rinse additive

premium kitchen degreaser

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
415105
Usage:
Concentrate
GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
415104
Liquid
Concentrate

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
416104
Liquid
Concentrate

forty

forty one

Forty is a concentrated solid rinse additive/ drying agent
designed for use in both hot and low temperature dish
washing. It provides for rapid rinsing and spot free
drying. It’s effective in a wide range of water conditions.
It’s safe on all dish machine surfaces and components.

Forty One is formulated to be used in heated soak tanks
to remove built-up carbon deposits and baked on fats,
oil and grease residues from met al and aluminum
equipment. It can be safely used to effortlessly clean
pots and pans, baking pans, oven racks, rubber mats,
cutting boards, hood filters, stove parts, and more.

solid rinse additive & drying agent

green cove

carbon residue remover

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

5 lb
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/5 lb
420920
Liquid
Concentrate

50 lb
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

50 lb
422150
Granular
Concentrate
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forty two

fifty one

Forty Two is a fruit and vegetable wash that is formulated
to remove pesticides, chemicals, waxes, dirt, fingerprints
and other contaminants from the surfaces of fruits and
vegetables. Many contaminants such as pesticides and
waxes are hydrophobic and insoluble in plain water. The
combination of emulsifiers, organic acids and hydrogen
peroxide in Forty Two facilitate the removal, suspension
and thorough cleaning of these and other contaminants
from the surfaces of fresh fruits and vegetables making
them 100% safe and edible.

Fifty One is a superior, non-foaming dishwashing liquid
developed to deliver exceptional performance in high
hardness and/or high solids water.

fruit + vegetable wash

machine dish detergent HW

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
424405
Usage:
Concentrate
GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
427204
Liquid
Concentrate

fifty two

quarry tile floor cleaner
Fifty Two is a fast acting, concentrated, heavy duty,
alkaline quarry tile floor cleaner and degreaser. It cleans
industrial concrete floors of all kinds. Not for use on
composition floors.
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GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
416204
Liquid
Concentrate

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
424404
Liquid
Concentrate

A CLEAN PLEASURE
The FUSION SERIES is our line of housekeeping products designed to be easy to use, efficient and safe. There
is a large selection of multi-purpose cleaners as well as all
the dirt- and surface-specific solutions you need.

From state-of-the-art dispensing solutions to clear, simple
color-named packaging, we’ve created fusion products in
ways that make housekeeping a pleasure.

FUSION SERIES
makes housekeeping a pleasure
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FUSION SERIES

clean dining

READY TO EAT
A hundred guest arriving for dinner at the same time is like
having 100 inspectors performing a surprise inspection.
Not to worry, since Santec dining room solutions get the
job done. 100%.

AIR CARE

WINDOWS

blush deodorizer + air freshener
kiwi deodorizer + air freshener
magenta deodorizer + air freshener
pacific deodorizer + air freshener

blue streak-free glass + window cleaner
clementine streak-free shine multi-surface cleaner
sky streak-free glass + window cleaner

TABLES/COUNTERTOPS
clementine streak-free shine multi-surface cleaner
key lime peroxide powered all-in-one cleaner
lavender multi-surface cleaner + deodorizer
sapphire one step disinfectant cleaner
tangerine multi-surface cleaner
mr. yellow citrus multi surface cleaner

WOOD/STAINLESS
amber wood furniture polish
auburn wood floor surface cleaner
marine soft cream cleanser + polish
silver stainless steel cleaner + polish
steel oil-based stainless steel cleaner
26
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FUSION SERIES
A ROOM MADE FOR CLEANING UP
Of course this room needs to be cleaner than clean. And
fresh smelling. And streak-free. And residue-free. And
probably just a bit squeaky. In a good way. That’s how
Santec solutions will make it feel.

clean restroom
MIRRORS

AIR CARE

blue streak-free glass + window cleaner
clementine streak-free shine multi-surface cleaner
sky streak-free glass + window cleaner

blush deodorizer + air freshener
emerald deodorizer + air freshener
gold odor + stain neutralizer
kiwi deodorizer + air freshener
laguna deodorizer + air freshener
magenta deodorizer + air freshener
pacific deodorizer + air freshener
pink deodorizer + air freshener
rose deodorizer + air freshener

URINALS/TOILETS
forest power bathroom cleaner
graphite toilet bowl ring remover
green power bathroom cleaner
key lime peroxide powered all-in-one cleaner
lime peroxide powered all-in-one cleaner
marine soft cream cleanser + polish
purple disinfectant + toilet bowl cleaner

TUB & TILE
citrus multi-surface cleaner
forest power bathroom cleaner
green power bathroom cleaner
key lime peroxide powered all-in-one cleaner
lime peroxide powered all-in-one cleaner
marine soft cream cleanser + polish
olive mold + mildew remover
red heavy duty multi-surface cleaner
ruby multi-surface cleaner
sun citrus multi-surface cleaner

FLOORS/MULTI-SURFACE

COUNTERTOPS/SINKS
forest power bathroom cleaner
green power bathroom cleaner
key lime peroxide powered all-in-one cleaner
lime peroxide powered all-in-one cleaner
marine soft cream cleanser + polish
28

citrus multi-surface cleaner
green power bathroom cleaner
lavender multi-surface cleaner + deodorizer
lime peroxide powered all-in-one cleaner
orchid multi surface cleaner + disinfectant
plum daily disinfectant cleaner
red heavy duty multi-surface cleaner
sienna multi-surface cleaner + disinfectant
sun citrus multi-surface cleaner
violet multi-surface cleaner + disinfectant
mr. yellow citrus multi-surface cleaner
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FUSION SERIES

clean hands

CLEANED BY HAND
We can’t forget to care for the very thing that does all the
cleaning. Our hand care solutions clean and protect the
hands of those who clean as well as protecting the things
they touch.

HAND CARE
aqua pearlescent lotion hand soap
cranberry waterless alcohol hand sanitizer
mauve pearlescent antibacterial lotion hand soap
myrtle foaming hand soap + body wash
raspberry foaming alcohol hand sanitizer
teal antibacterial foaming soap + body wash
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FUSION SERIES
THE FIRST FIRST-IMPRESSION
This is the room that guests treat as their new home. The
look, smell, feel and overall coziness have to feel new, as if
no one has ever stayed here yet. Santec solutions are
refreshing and renewing.

clean suite
AIR CARE
blush deodorizer + air refreshener
emerald odor eliminator + air refreshener
kiwi deodorizer + air refreshener
laguna deodorizer + air freshener
magenta deodorizer + air freshener
pacific deodorizer + air refreshener
pink odor eliminator
rose odor eliminator + air refreshener

MULTI-SURFACE
clementine streak-free shine multi-surface cleaner
key lime peroxide powered all-in-one cleaner
lavender multi-surface cleaner + deodorizer
lime peroxide powered all-in-one cleaner
orange heavy duty multi-surface cleaner
mr. yellow citrus multi-surface cleaner

WOOD FURNITURE
amber wood furniture polish
auburn wood floor surface cleaner

CARPET/UPHOLSTERY
gold odor + stain neutralizer
key lime peroxide powered all-in-one cleaner
lime peroxide powered all-in-one cleaner
mango extraction carpet cleaner
navy carpet spotter
peach extraction carpet cleaner
32
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FUSION SERIES

clean floors
FLOOR TREATMENT
beige emulsion sealer
black high gloss premium floor finish
brown heavy duty floor stripper
coral baseboard stripper & cleaner
denim spray buff shine maintainer
grey mop on restorer
indigo wax | premium floor finish
khaki heavy duty floor stripper
sage premium matte floor finish
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WOOD FLOOR
auburn wood floor surface cleaner
lavender cleaner + deodorizer
orange heavy duty multi-surface cleaner
mr. yellow citrus multi surface cleaner

BEAUTY UNDER FOOT
The most used (and abused) part of any room...and yet the
thing that sets the mood more than any other. Special care
is required to protect and restore flooring to its best possible condition. Santec has the solutions.

RUG & CARPET
gold odor + stain neutralizer
key lime peroxide powered all-in-one cleaner
lime peroxide powered all-in-one cleaner
mango extraction carpet cleaner
navy carpet spotter
peach extraction carpet cleaner
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FUSION SERIES

amber

aqua

Amber furniture polish is formulated with highly refined
solvents, orange and lemon oils, and polishing agents to be
especially effective in cleaning, protecting and leaving a
lustrous shine on all wood furniture and wood surfaces.
Amber removes light scratches and blemishes on natural
wood finishes. Amber also removes dust and dustmites
making the room cleaner.

Aqua is a fresh, sea breeze lotion hand soap that effectively
removes soils and greases, is mild on the most delicate
hands, and generates a soothing and refreshing fragrance
while cleaning.

wood furniture polish

pearlescent | lotion hand soap

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

8/1 qt
409208
Liquid
RTU

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
491004
Liquid
RTU

auburn

beige

Auburn is a natural oil based wooden floor and surface
cleaner designed to clean and restore finished wood
surfaces to their natural shine. It safely cleans finished
wood and other household surfaces without leaving a
dulling residue. Auburn also works well on painted
surfaces, vinyl, ceramic tile and non-wax floors.

Beige is a metal cross-linked acrylic floor sealer formulated to provide a superior level base allowing subsequent coats of floor finish to build gloss quicker requiring
less floor finish to achieve the desired wet look appearance. Beige is slip-resistant, and may be used with all
finishes as an excellent base coat to seal and fill pores.
Levels with no streaks or mop trails.

wood floor surface cleaner

green cove

emulsion sealer

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE
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GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
405404
Liquid
Concentrate

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
409404
Liquid
RTU

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
409405
Usage:
RTU

FUSION SERIES

black

blue

Black is a new generation floor finish with the most
advanced polymer technology designed to work with
most maintenance methods and equipment on all types
of floors. Easy to apply. Recoats and blends well with
existing coats. Excellent resistance to scuffs and black
heel marks. Levels with no streaks or mop trails. Each
coat dries in 30 to 45 minutes.

Blue is a vinegar based glass and surface cleaner
formulated to remove soils, smoke and grease films on
glass surfaces, mirrors, windows, plexiglass, marble and
plastic. Dries quickly to leave surfaces streak-free and
sparkling clean.

high gloss premium floor finish

streak-free glass + window cleaner

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
406505
Usage:
RTU

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
406604
Liquid
Concentrate

blush

brown

Blush is a ready-to-use deodorizer and air freshener that
contains powerful odor control agents that eliminate
even the toughest odors, including smoke from fires,
cigarettes and cooking. It almost instantaneously
replaces them with the cheerful and uplifting white
blossom scent.

Brown is a heavy-duty low-foaming stripper designed to
quickly remove heavy floor finish buildup without the need
for scrubbing. Will strip away multiple coats of finish. Safe
and economical to use on all surfaces that a prior finish has
been applied to. Will not discolor floors. Ammonia-free.

deodorizer + air refreshener

heavy duty floor stripper

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:
8/1 qt
427908
Liquid
RTU

4/1 gal
406704
Liquid
Concentrate

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
406705
Usage:
Concentrate
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FUSION SERIES

citrus

clementine

Citrus is a ready-to-use alkaline, D-Limonene based
degreaser for industrial cleaning applications. It is especially suited for removing food soils, oils and greases in
commercial kitchens, as well as lubricating oils and
greases, metal working fluids, shop dirt, inks and rubber.

Clementine is a vinegar-based multi-surface cleaner
formulated to remove soils, smoke and grease films on
glass surfaces, mirrors, windows, plexiglass, marble,
laminate, stainless steel and more. Dries quickly to leave
surfaces streak-free and sparkling clean.

citrus multi-surface cleaner

green cove

green cove

TM

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

streak-free shine | multi-surface cleaner

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

8/1 qt
428608
Liquid
RTU

QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

8/1 qt
417608
Liquid
RTU

coral

cranberry

Coral is a ready-to-use, heavy duty cleaner that is applied
with either a trigger sprayer, mop or brush on baseboards
and other hard to reach surfaces. Coral is especially
suited for cleaning heavy soil, wax and floor buildup.
Coral has an aggressive formula that penetrates and
loosens buildup quickly and throughly. Thick solution
clings well to vertical surfaces.

Cranberry is an alcohol-based gel hand sanitizer formulated
to be used without water or towels. Cranberry helps control
the spread of germs by killing 99.99% of common germs
that cause illness. Cranberry is formulated with emollients
and our signature ‘cranberry ice’ fragrance, leaving hands
smooth and soft with a most pleasant and refreshing scent.

baseboard stripper + cleaner

waterless | alcohol hand sanitizer

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE
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QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

8/1 qt
410308
Liquid
RTU

QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

8/1 qt
428904
Liquid
RTU

FUSION SERIES

denim

emerald

Denim is formulated by using a floor finish polymer blended
with a high quality detergent for removing scuffs, black heel
marks, and scratches without disturbing the finish on the
floor. Denim minimizes floor care maintenance expenditures
by reducing the cost of stripping, sealing, and refinishing.
Spray buffing provides important preventive maintenance
when used to restore traffic lanes, to remove scratches, or
to add a high gloss to an already waxed or finished floor.

Emerald accomplishes its task by combining three
technologies into one product. SCENT DIFFUSING: The
unique passion fruit scent surrounds the entire area leaving
a crisp cool refreshing scent. ODOR TRAPPING: Emerald
contains proprietary chemical agents that trap and remove
odiferous molecules from the air. BACTERIA KILLING:
Emerald is formulated with specialty chemicals that kill
odor-causing microorganisms at their source.

spray buff shine maintainer

green cove

TM

deodorizer + air freshener

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

8/1 qt
403908
Liquid
RTU

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
403905
Usage:
RTU

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
408904
Liquid
Concentrate

forest

gold

Forest can be used on all washable hard, non-porous
surfaces that can be found in the bathroom. Great on
glazed porcelain and glazed ceramic tile, stainless steel
fixtures, laminated plastic, linoleum and vinyl. For all
surfaces, test on a small hidden area before use.

Gold is an all surface, ready-to-use liquid deodorizer
and cleaner. Gold contains microbial enzymes that
biologically eliminate malodor-causing molecules,
chemical agents that trap odor causing molecules, and
a powerful fragrance combination of odor masks and
neutroleum that together guarantee a fresh smelling
environment. Gold’s unique triple-active formulation
makes it the first choice for eliminating the toughest
malodors and stains including smoke, fish, and urine.

power bathroom cleaner

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

odor + stain neutralizer

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

8/1 qt
428808
Liquid
RTU

QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

8/1 qt
401708
Liquid
Concentrate

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
401704
Liquid
Concentrate
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FUSION SERIES

graphite

green

Graphite removes the hard to clean stains around the
toilet bowl without the need to scrub with scrubbing
pads. The product is simply applied with an applicator
swab and allowed to stand for up to three minutes. This
is sufficient time to completely remove lime, rust and
other accumulated mineral deposits. It can be used for
toilets, showers, bathtubs and urinals. It will not harm
drains or pipes.

Green can be used on all washable hard, non-porous
surfaces that can be found in the bathroom. Great on
glazed porcelain and glazed ceramic tile, stainless steel
fixtures, laminated plastic, linoleum and vinyl. For all
surfaces, test on a small hidden area before use.

toilet bowl ring remover

QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

8/1 qt
413208
Liquid
RTU

power bathroom cleaner

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
405504
Liquid
Concentrate

grey

indigo

Grey is a concentrated, water based gloss restorer for
floors. Extends the life of the floor finish. Use grey to
eliminate the need for frequent mopping, stripping, and
refinishing of floors. Pre-burnishing restoring may be
conducted 1 to 2 times per week, or just when a significant
gloss enhancement is needed, but deep scrub and recoat
is not practical.

Indigo is made with the most advanced floor finish polymers
available. Excellent repairability, re-coat, slip, water,
detergent and black heel mark resistance. Repairs quickly
with all types of equipment. Product is non-yellowing.
Designed for all types of resilient tile. Indigo was specially
formulated to ensure high durability & extreme gloss.
MULTIPLE MAINTENANCE PLATFORMS : propane
burnishable, U HS burnishable, I D-speed and spray
buffable. Excellent durability and gloss in one product.

mop on restorer

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

wax | premium floor finish

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE
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5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
401505
Usage:
Concentrate

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
408805
Usage:
RTU

FUSION SERIES

key lime

khaki

Key Lime is an environmentally preferred and chemically
unique ready-to-use peroxide powered all-in-one neutral
cleaner and degreaser. It superbly handles over 90% of all
general cleaning needs, including streak-free glass cleaning.
To top it off, it leaves behind a proprietary uplifting lemony
scent. It can be used as a neutral floor and wall cleaner,
bathroom and shower cleaner, glass cleaner, stainless steel
polish and cleaner, carpet spotting and extraction cleaner,
tile and grout rejuvenator, mold and mildew remover, and
general wipe down cleaner of hard surfaces.

Khaki is a heavy-duty floor finish stripper that penetrates
deep, softens and lifts water based metal interlocked
finishes extremely fast so that they can be easily picked
up with a clean mop or wet vac. In most instances no
machine scrubbing and rinsing is necessary. Khaki was
designed for stripping resilient flooring and should not
be used on painted surfaces, wood, linoleum or rubber.

peroxide powered all-in-one cleaner

heavy duty floor stripper

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

8/1 qt
427808
Liquid
RTU

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
422704
Liquid
Concentrate

kiwi

laguna

Kiwi is a ready-to-use deodorizer and air freshener that
contains powerful odor control agents that eliminate even
the toughest odors, including smoke from fires, cigarettes
and cooking. It almost instantaneously replaces them with
the cheerful and uplifting passion fruit scent.

Laguna is a concentrated water-soluble deodorizer, air
freshener and odor eliminator. Using only environmentally
friendly ingredients it contains powerful odor control agents
that eliminate even the toughest odors, including smoke
from fires, cigarettes and cooking. The unique fresh linen
scent surrounds the entire area leaving a crisp cool
refreshing scent.

deodorizer + air refreshener

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

deodorizer + air freshener

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

8/1 qt
427708
Liquid
RTU

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
435004
Liquid
Concentrate
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FUSION SERIES

lavender

lime

Lavender is an all-purpose lavender scented cleaner and
deodorizer that leaves the entire area shiny and warmly
fragrant. Its low foaming degreasing emulsifiers enhance
cleaning without the need to rinse on most surfaces.

Lime is an environmentally preferred and chemically unique
peroxide powered all-in-one neutral cleaner and degreaser
concentrate - with only two dilutions, superbly handles over
90% of all general cleaning needs, including streak-free glass
cleaning. To top it off, it leaves behind a proprietary uplifting
lemony scent. It can be used as a neutral floor and wall
cleaner, bathroom and shower cleaner, glass cleaner, stainless
steel polish and cleaner, carpet spotting and extraction
cleaner, tile and grout rejuvenator, mold and mildew remover,
and general wipe down cleaner of hard surfaces.

multi-surface cleaner + deodorizer

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

peroxide powered all-in-one cleaner

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:
GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

8/1 qt
428108
Liquid
Concentrate
4/1 gal
428104
Liquid
Concentrate

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
406904
Liquid
Concentrate

magenta

mango

Magenta is a ready-to-use deodorizer and air freshener that
contains powerful odor control agents that eliminate even
the toughest odors, including smoke from fires, cigarettes
and cooking. It almost instantaneously replaces them with
the cheerful and uplifting mediterranean lavender scent.

Mango is a very concentrated low foaming carpet cleaner
that can be used with all types of extraction machines. Its
advanced formula loosens, suspends, and encapsulates
the soil and significantly retards re-soiling. Mango is safe
on most carpet fibers including nylon, acrylic, polyester,
wool and olefins.

deodorizer + air freshener

extraction carpet cleaner

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE
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QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

8/1 qt
427508
Liquid
RTU

QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

8/1 qt
422808
Liquid
Concentrate

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
422804
Liquid
Concentrate

FUSION SERIES

marine

mauve

Fusion Marine is a soft cream cleanser that safely
cleans and polishes many surfaces including: chrome,
copper, brass, porcelain, toilet bowls, tile walls,
stainless steel, marble and other surfaces that water will
not harm. Its unique, micro-abrasive formula works hard,
so it's easy to achieve a sparkling, scratch-free shine.

Mauve is an antibacterial synthetic pearlescent hand soap
made from the finest ingredients available and scented with
an extremely unique and delightful perfume. It will quickly
and easily remove all soils and greases without irritation to
even the most delicate hands. Produces a dense creamy
lather and contains no free alkali or other irritants.

soft cream cleanser + polish

green cove

pearlescent | antibacterial lotion hand soap

green cove

TM

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

8/1 qt
409608
Liquid
RTU

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
407004
Liquid
RTU

myrtle

navy

Myrtle is a highly effective and soothing foaming hand
soap and body wash made from the finest ingredients
available. Myrtle moisturizes as it cleans to leave hands
soft, clean and refreshed. Formulated for healthcare
personnel, it is also an ideal choice for restaurants,
nursing homes, schools and daycare facilities, etc.

Navy is a unique carpet pre-spotter combining an emulsifier
system that releases the stain for immediate cleaning and a
blend of microorganisms that penetrate deep into the
carpet pile and subsurfaces, where they degrade the
residual soils and organics that can cause stain and odors.
Navy is effective on both water and petroleum based
stains. No rinse is required. It is suitable for wool carpets
and upholstery.

foaming hand soap + body wash

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

carpet spotter

green
green cove
cove

TM
TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
424304
Liquid
RTU

QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

8/1 qt
422908
Liquid
RTU

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
422904
Liquid
RTU
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olive

orange

Olive is a powerful chlorinated multi-purpose cleaner that
can be used in the kitchen, bathroom, and in the patio with
equally impressive results. In the bathroom, it quickly
removes tough mold and mildew without damaging most
surfaces. In the kitchen, it rapidly bleaches coffee, tea, and
food stains, and removes tenacious adsorbed oils from
plastics, china, glass, and metal surfaces. In the patio and
outdoors, it’s very effective on vinyl and plastic furniture,
cement pool areas and more.

Orange is a powerful one-step multi-purpose cleaner
formulated to remove a wide range of soils including
tough grease. For use on a variety of surfaces such as
walls, floors, countertops, equipment, glass surfaces,
mirrors, plexiglass, and plastic. Dries quickly to leave
surfaces streak-free and sparkling clean.

mold + mildew remover

heavy duty multi-surface cleaner

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

8/1 qt
409308
Liquid
RTU

4/1 gal
404204
Liquid
Concentrate

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
404205
Usage:
Concentrate

orchid

pacific

Orchid is a phosphate-free formulation designed to provide
effective cleaning, deodorization, and disinfection
specifically for hospitals, nursing homes, colleges, food
processing plants, food service establishments, office
buildings, hotels and lodging establishments where
housekeeping is of prime importance in controlling cross
contamination.

Pacific is a ready-to-use deodorizer and air freshener that
contains powerful odor control agents that eliminate even
the toughest odors, including smoke from fires, cigarettes
and cooking. It almost instantaneously replaces them with
the crisp fresh linen scent.

multi-surface cleaner + disinfectant
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GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
411704
Liquid
Concentrate

deodorizer + air freshener

QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

8/1 qt
435108
Liquid
RTU

FUSION SERIES

peach

pink

Peach is a concentrated low foaming carpet and
upholstery cleaner that can be used with all types of
extraction machines. It is excellent for use as a carpet
spotter. It leaves no sticky residue behind while leaving
a clean and fresh scent emanating from the carpet.
Peach is safe on most carpet fibers including nylon,
acrylic, polyester, wool and olefins.

Pink is a concentrated water-soluble odor eliminator.
Using only environment ally friendly ingredients it
contains powerful odor control agents that eliminate
even the toughest odors, including smoke from fires,
cigarettes and cooking. The unique fusion mediterranean lavender surrounds the entire area leaving a crisp
cool refreshing scent.

extraction carpet cleaner

green cove

green cove

TM

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

deodorizer + air freshener

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

4/1 gal
406304
Liquid
Concentrate

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
406305
Usage:
Concentrate

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
402504
Liquid
Concentrate

plum

purple

Plum is a Concentrated Chlorine based Disinfectant
cleaner. It sanitizes and disinfects any hard, non-porous
surface. It kills Clostridium difficile (C. diff.) in 5 minutes
contact time, quicker than any non-chlorine based
product on the market.

Purple is a ready to use non-acid bathroom cleaner that
cleans, deodorizes, and disinfects in one easy step.
Ideal for floors, walls, countertops, toilets, urinals,
fixtures, or wherever cleanliness, germ and odor control
are important. This unique product is pseudomonacidal,
salmonellacidal, fungicidal, and virucidal. Effective
against HIV-1(AIDS Virus).

daily disinfectant cleaner

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
400504
Liquid
Concentrate

disinfectant + toilet bowl cleaner

QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

8/1 qt
404908
Liquid
RTU
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raspberry

red

Raspberry is an alcohol-based foaming hand sanitizer
formulated to be used without water or towels. Raspberry
helps control the spread of germs by killing 99.99% of
common germs that cause illness. Raspberry is formulated
with emollients and our signature ‘cranberry ice’ fragrance,
leaving hands smooth and soft with a most pleasant and
refreshing scent.

Red is a water based heavy duty multi-surface cleaner that
effectively removes grease, oil, carbon, or any other
industrial soil from concrete, machinery, engines, floors,
walls, etc. Red’s low foaming disposition can be used in
automatic scrubbers. Extremely concentrated for dilutions
of up to 1 ounce per gallon of water. Non-flammable and
non-corrosive it is safe for use on all surfaces not harmed
by water.

foaming | alcohol hand sanitizer

green cove

heavy duty multi-surface cleaner

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
404304
Liquid
Concentrate

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
404305
Usage:
Concentrate
8/1 qt
429204
Liquid
RTU

15 GALLON
(15 GAL)
SKU:
404315
Usage:
Concentrate

rose

ruby

Rose accomplishes its task by combining three technologies into one product. SCENT DIFFUSING: The unique
white blossom scent surrounds the entire area leaving a
crisp cool refreshing scent. ODOR TRAPPING: Rose
contains proprietary chemical agents that trap and remove
odiferous molecules from the air. BACTERIA KILLING:
Rose is formulated with specialty chemicals that kill
odor-causing microorganisms at their source.

Ruby is a robust ready-to-use multi-surface cleaner that
effectively removes grease, oil, carbon, or any other industrial
soil from floors, walls, machinery and even concrete.

odor eliminator + air refreshener

heavy duty multi-surface cleaner

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE
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GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
402204
Liquid
Concentrate

QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

8/1 qt
427608
Liquid
RTU

FUSION SERIES

sage

sapphire

Sage is an acrylic copolymer, metal-interlocked, matte
floor finish designed specifically for facilities requiring
an excellent coating but preferring a low gloss appearance. It can be applied with most maintenance methods
and equipment on all types of floors. It is easy to apply,
levels with no streaks or mop trails, and has excellent
resistance to scuffs and black heel marks. Each coat
dries in 30 to 45 minutes.

Sapphire is a disinfectant ready-to-use spray. It is
intended for use in airports, ambulances, athletic
facilities, bathrooms, correctional facilities, daycare
centers, gyms, health clubs, health care facilities,
homes, hotels, institutional kitchens, laundry rooms,
nursing homes, offices and schools.

premium matte floor finish

one step disinfectant cleaner

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
419105
Usage:
RTU

QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

8/1 qt
415808
Liquid
RTU

sienna

silver

Sienna is a phosphate-free, pH neutral formulation
designed to provide effective cleaning, deodorization,
and disinfection specifically for hospitals, nursing
homes, colleges, food processing plants, food service
establishments, transportation terminals, automotive
garages, office buildings, manufacturing facilities,
hotels, lodging establishments, retail businesses, athletic/recreational facilities, sports stadiums, amphitheaters
and convention centers where housekeeping is of prime
importance in controlling cross contamination.

Silver is a water-based oil encapsulated formula,
specifically for use on stainless steel, chrome, and other
non-porous washable surfaces. Silver forms a long
lasting protective coating that repels water, prevents
penetration of harmful liquids and retains its gloss
indefinitely. Silver’s protective luster helps keep out soil
and moisture, making cleanup easier.

multi surface cleaner + disinfectant

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
412104
Liquid
Concentrate

stainless steel cleaner + polish

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

8/1 qt
401808
Liquid
RTU

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
401804
Liquid
Concentrate
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sky

steel

Sky is a vinegar based glass and surface cleaner formulated to remove soils, smoke and grease films on glass
surfaces, mirrors, windows, plexiglass, marble and
plastic. Dries quickly to leave surfaces streak-free and
sparkling clean.

Steel restores original brightness. It cleans, polishes,
preserves and protects stainless steel without hard
rubbing and polishing. Resists finger prints, grease and
water spatter. Helps preserve the factory finish. Also
excellent for chrome.

streak-free glass + window cleaner

oil-based stainless steel cleaner

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

8/1 qt
404008
Liquid
RTU

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
404004
Liquid
RTU

TM

20 oz
Pack Size:
SKU:
Usage:

12/20 oz
80841
RTU

tangerine

teal

Tangerine is an effective ready-to-use multi-surface
cleaner formulated to remove a wide range of soils. It
dries quickly to leave surfaces streak-free, sparkling
clean and with a warm grapefruit scent.

Teal is a highly effective and soothing antibacterial
foaming hand and body wash made from the finest
ingredients available. Teal moisturizes as it cleans to
leave hands soft, clean and refreshed. It’s formulated for
healthcare personnel. It is also an ideal choice for
restaurants, nursing homes, schools, daycare facilities,
etc. Using it in our fusion foamation dispenser virtually
eliminates messy mounds of soap from accumulating on
your sink or floor.

multi-surface cleaner

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

antibacterial foaming soap + body wash

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE
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QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

8/1 qt
428508
Liquid
RTU

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
407704
Liquid
RTU

FUSION SERIES

violet

mr. yellow

Violet is a phosphate free formulation designed to provide
effective cleaning, deodorization, and disinfection specifically
for hospitals, nursing homes, food processing plants, food
service establishments, transportation terminals, automotive
garages, office buildings, manufacturing facilities, lodging
establishments, retail businesses, athletic/recreational
facilities, sports stadiums, amphitheaters and convention
centers where housekeeping is of prime importance in
controlling the hazard of cross contamination.

Mr. Yellow is an alkaline, D-Limonene based degreaser
for industrial cleaning applications. This product is
suitable for use in mopping, steam cleaning, pressure
cleaning, foam cleaning vertical surfaces, and immersion
cleaning applications. It is formulated to remove lubricating oils and greases, metal working fluids, shop dirt, inks,
food based soils, and rubber.

multi-surface cleaner + disinfectant

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
401404
Liquid
Concentrate

citrus multi-surface cleaner

QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

8/1 qt
419508
Liquid
Concentrate

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
419504
Liquid
Concentrate
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KEEPING TEXTILES TOUCHABLE
The LINDEN SERIES is one of the most comprehensive lines
of textile care available anywhere. A complete selection of
special detergents and additives that clean out any type of
dirt, stains, soil or grease as well as formuations designed for
specific fabrics to keep them feeling new.

Once clean, we have an impressive array of softeners that
restore the touchability of the textiles while adding fresh
scents and even a special formula that sanitizes as it softens.

LINDEN SERIES
clean, soft, fresh textile care
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builders
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builderlin

elevate

Builderlin provides deep cleaning action on heavily soiled
loads and saponifies grease, oil and fats. Builderlin swells
linen fibers for easier removal of soils, and boosts detergent
performance in the wash bath. It will optimize the performance of any detergent.

Elevate Builder is a highly alkaline powdered laundry
builder with heavy duty performance to “break out” soils.
Elevate is designed for use in all commercial, industrial and
institutional laundry washing machines. When used at a
properly controlled rate, Elevate does not reduce tensile
strength of common fabrics such as cotton, polyester and
blends. Elevate is not for use on delicate fabrics such as
wool and silk.

alkali builder + break

55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
479055
Usage:
Concentrate

powdered laundry alkali builder

50 lb
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

50 lb
481650
Granular/Powder
Concentrate

400 lb
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

400 lb
481655
Granular/Powder
Concentrate

express

grass out

Express is a highly alkaline powdered laundry builder
designed for use in all commercial, industrial and
institutional laundry washing machines. It provides deep
cleaning action on heavily soiled loads and saponifies
grease, oil and fats. Express swells linen fibers for
easier removal of soils, and is uniquely effective in
removing oils from polyester table linens. It will optimize
the performance of any detergent.

Grass Out was designed to be used as a laundry additive
in the removal of grass soiled athletic uniforms.

alkali builder

50 lb
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

50 lb
415750
Granular/Powder
Concentrate

400 lb
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

400 lb
415755
Granular/Powder
Concentrate

grass stain laundry booster

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
429405
Usage:
Concentrate
55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
429455
Usage:
Concentrate
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opec

silicated alkali builder
Opec provides deep cleaning action on heavily soiled
loads and saponifies grease, oil and fats. Opec swells linen
fibers for easier removal of soils, and is uniquely effective in
removing oils from polyester table linens. It will optimize the
performance of any detergent.

alkalinity builder + break
Rapid Builder provides deep cleaning action on heavily
soiled loads and saponifies grease, oil and fats. Rapid
Builder swells linen fibers for easier removal of soils, and
boosts detergent performance in the wash bath. It will
optimize the performance of any detergent.

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
415305
Usage:
Concentrate

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
403805
Usage:
Concentrate

15 GALLON (15 GAL)
SKU:
415315
Usage:
Concentrate

15 GALLON (15 GAL)
SKU:
403815
Usage:
Concentrate

55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
415355
Usage:
Concentrate

55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
403855
Usage:
Concentrate

surge

alkalinity booster
Surge Builder is a highly alkaline liquid laundry builder
with heavy duty performance to “break out” soils. Surge
is designed for use in all commercial, industrial and
institutional laundry washing machines. When dispensing at a properly controlled rate, surge does not reduce
tensile strength of common fabrics such as cotton,
polyester and blends. Surge is not for use on delicate
fabrics such as wool and silk.

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
405305
Usage:
Concentrate
15 GALLON (15 GAL)
SKU:
405315
Usage:
Concentrate
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rapid

55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
405355
Usage:
Concentrate

built detergents
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LINDEN SERIES | BUILT DETERGENTS

absolute

craft

Absolute Detergent is an excellent, economical, all purpose
powdered laundry compound suitable for industrial and
institutional use. It has been specially formulated to perform
well in home style or laundromat applications. It contains
biodegradable synthetic detergents and a high level of
detergent builders, and is equally effective in hard or soft,
hot or warm water. It contains soil dispersants and
suspending agents to prevent redeposition of soil, and an
optical brightener for whiter whites and brighter colors. Its
suds profile makes it ideal for top or front loader type
machines. Excellent on cotton blends and synthetics.

Craft Detergent’s combination of a high concentration
emulsifiers with high levels of alkalinity and silicated alkalies
make it a great one shot product for accelerated cleaning
of mixtures of oily and particulate soils common in personal
clothing and mixed loads treated in institutional laundries. It
is also very effective for personal clothing in on-premise
laundries and is ideally suited for hospitality linen in hotels.

quality built detergent

concentrated built detergent

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
403705
Usage:
Concentrate

50 lb
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

50 lb
400150
Granular/Powder
Concentrate

15 GALLON (15 GAL)
SKU:
403715
Usage:
Concentrate

400 lb
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

400 lb
4001400
Granular/Powder
Concentrate

55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
403755
Usage:
Concentrate

endure

prime

Endure is a concentrated laundry detergent designed
for use in high efficiency washers in all water temperatures and conditions. It’s formulated with low sudsing
emulsifiers, soil suspending agents, alkaline builders
and optical brighteners to easily remove and solubilize
greasy soils from all natural and synthetic fabrics.

Prime is an excellent, economical, all purpose powdered
laundry compound suitable for industrial and institutional
use. It has been specially formulated to perform well in
home style or laundromat applications. It contains
biodegradable synthetic detergents and a high level of
detergent builders, and is equally effective in hard or soft,
hot or warm water. It contains soil dispersants and
suspending agents to prevent redeposition of soil, and an
optical brightener for whiter whites and brighter colors. Its
suds profile makes it ideal for top or front loader type
machines. Excellent on cotton blends and synthetics.

built laundry detergent

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:
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4/1 gal
420504
Liquid
Concentrate

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
420505
Usage:
Concentrate

quality built detergent

40 lb
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

40 lb
420440
Granular/Powder
Concentrate

LINDEN SERIES | BUILT DETERGENTS

status

status np

Status Detergent is a premium quality, powdered laundry
compound suitable for industrial and institutional use. It has
been specially formulated for outstanding performance.
Contains biodegradable synthetic detergents and a high level
of detergent builders, and is equally effective in hard or soft, hot
or warm water. It contains soil dispersants and suspending
agents to prevent redeposition of soil, and an optical brightener
for whiter whites and brighter colors. It has a moderate foaming
action, and can be used in all types of industrial and institutional
laundry machines. Excellent on cotton blends and synthetics.

Status NP is a premium quality, phosphate free powdered
laundry compound suitable for industrial and institutional
use. It has been specially formulated for outstanding
performance. Contains biodegradable synthetic detergents
and a high level of detergent builders, and is equally
effective in hard or soft, hot or warm water. It contains soil
dispersants and suspending agents to prevent redeposition of soil, and an optical brightener for whiter whites and
brighter colors. It has a moderate foaming action, and can
be used in all types of industrial and institutional laundry
machines. Excellent on cotton blends and synthetics.

concentrated built detergent

phosphate-free concentrated built detergent

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

50 lb
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

50 lb
480650
Granular/Powder
Concentrate

50 lb
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

50 lb
411850
Granular/Powder
Concentrate

400 lb
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

400 lb
480655
Granular/Powder
Concentrate

400 lb
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

400 lb
411855
Granular/Powder
Concentrate

swift

turf

Swift Detergent is a heavy duty built detergent powder. It
combines detergency with alkalinity to achieve superior
performance without the need for additional alkalinity
builders. Swift is hard water tolerant. It is also highly
effective at removing grease and oil, and is safe for use on
all fabric types. Swift is compatible for use with bleach.

Turf Detergent is a robust all purpose, powdered laundry
compound suitable for industrial and institutional use. It has
been specially formulated for outstanding performance,
especially on athletic uniforms. Contains biodegradable
synthetic detergents, powerful enzymes and detergent
builders, and is equally effective in hard or soft, hot or warm
water. It contains soil dispersants and suspending agents to
prevent redeposition of soil, and an optical brightener for whiter
whites and brighter colors. It has a moderate foaming action,
and can be used in all types of industrial and institutional
laundry machines. Excellent on synthetics and cotton blends.

heavy duty built detergent powder

enzyme built detergent

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

50 lb
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

50 lb
481850
Granular/Powder
Concentrate

50 lb
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

50 lb
411650
Granular/Powder
Concentrate

400 lb
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

400 lb
481855
Granular/Powder
Concentrate

400 lb
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

400 lb
411655
Granular/Powder
Concentrate
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bright safe

hydro

Bright S afe is a color-s afe, liquid oxygen bleach
designed for use in commercial laundry machines.
Bright S afe dest ains without damaing fabrics or
discoloring dyes. Bright Safe is the ideal color safe
bleach to remove the most stubborn stains.

Hydro Destainer is a super concentrated powdered
oxygen-based laundry destainer. Hydro Destainer may be used
on all washable fabrics including colorfast goods. It is
recommended for use in large industrial and institutional
laundries and especially for continuous batch type washers.
Hydro Destainer gives whiter whites and brighter colors while
prolonging the life of textiles. Eliminating chlorine bleach from
the wash formula reduces linting and reduces loss of tensile
strength. Hydro Destainer stops chlorine retention and
eliminates the need for Anti-color.

color-safe oxygen bleach

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

color-safe powdered carbon destainer

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
403405
Usage:
Concentrate
15 GALLON (15 GAL)
SKU:
403415
Usage:
Concentrate

55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
403455
Usage:
Concentrate

50 lb
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

50 lb
481550
Granular/Powder
Concentrate

oxy safe

color-safe oxygen bleach
Oxy Safe is a color-safe, liquid oxygen bleach designed
for use in commercial laundry machines. Oxy Safe
destains without damaging fabrics or discoloring dyes.
Oxy Safe is the ideal color safe bleach to remove the
most stubborn stains.
green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
403305
Usage:
Concentrate
15 GALLON (15 GAL)
SKU:
403315
Usage:
Concentrate

55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
403355
Usage:
Concentrate
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power

santex

Power Destainer is a super concentrated liquid based
laundry bleach. Recommended for use in large industrial and institutional laundries and especially for continuous batch type washers. Power Destainer is effective on
many of the most difficult stains. The powerful bleaching
action restores the natural white to fabrics. Graying or
yellowing is eliminated. Safe on all cottons, linens and
polyester/cotton blends.

Santex Destainer is a white, free-flowing, powdered
laundry bleach composed of alkaline builders and an
organic chlorine-releasing compound which is activated
immediately on contact with water. Its rapid solubility and
activity make it possible to add Santex Destainer directly
to the wash wheel, thereby eliminating premixing. For use
in any washing formulation in which a chlorine bleach can
be used.

concentrated laundry destainer

powdered laundry destainer

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
406105
Usage:
Concentrate
15 GALLON (15 GAL)
SKU:
406115
Usage:
Concentrate

55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
406155
Usage:
Concentrate
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50 lb
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

50 lb
428050
Granular/Powder
Concentrate

detergents
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1420

2015

1420 is a powerful liquid detergent composed of surfactants,
citrus solvents, and optical brighteners. For use where heavy
soils are a common occurrence. Excellent for cleaning
industrial type soils from uniforms, rags, and restaurant linen.
Provides superior cleaning action.

2015 Detergent is a powerful NPE-free liquid detergent
composed of surfactants, citrus solvents, and optical
brighteners. For use where heavy soils are a common
occurrence. Excellent for cleaning industrial type soils from
uniforms, rags, and restaurant linen. Provides superior
cleaning action

premium industrial laundry detergent

premium industrial laundry detergent

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
402004
Liquid
Concentrate

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
402005
Usage:
Concentrate
15 GALLON (15 GAL)
SKU:
402015
Usage:
Concentrate

15 GALLON (15 GAL)
SKU:
400415
Usage:
Concentrate

55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
402055
Usage:
Concentrate

55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
400455
Usage:
Concentrate

active

aquaterge

Active Detergent is a premium quality phosphate-free, triple
enzyme fortified, peroxygen powdered laundry compound
created specifically for shirt laundries. It has been specially
formulated to deliver outstanding performance on white and
mixed colored shirt loads. Contains an encapsulated color
safe bleach blended with biodegradable synthetic detergents,
a proprietary triple enzyme blend and a high level of non-phosphated detergent builders, and is equally effective in hard or
soft water. It contains soil dispersants and suspending agents
to prevent redeposition of soil, and an optical brightener for
whiter whites and brighter colors. Excellent on cotton blends
and synthetics.

Aquaterge Detergent is a heavily solvated industrial
detergent uniquely designed for removal of petroleum
based oils, painters ink, concrete stains, tapes and glues
left on linens, operating room linen, and stubborn caramelized grease stains.

enzyme shirt detergent
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50 lb
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

50 lb
490050
Granular/Powder
Concentrate

solvated industrial laundry detergent

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
482105
Usage:
RTU

LINDEN SERIES | DETERGENTS

inspire

lindex

Inspire Detergent is a low foaming NPE-free detergent
excellent for cleaning synthetic and natural fabrics. It
penetrates and emulsifies oily soils. It provides superior
cleaning action when used in conjunction with Santec’s
alkali break.

Lindex Detergent is a premium quality, powdered laundry
compound created specifically for shirt laundries. It has been
specially formulated to deliver outstanding performance on
white and mixed colored shirt loads. Contains an encapsulated
color safe bleach blended with biodegradable synthetic
detergents and a high level of detergent builders, and is equally
effective in hard or soft water. It contains soil dispersants and
suspending agents to prevent redeposition of soil, and an
optical brightener for whiter whites and brighter colors.
Excellent on cotton blends and synthetics.

industrial laundry detergent

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

concentrated shirt detergent

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

15 GALLON (15 GAL)
SKU:
400515
Usage:
Concentrate

40 lb
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

50 lb
482550
Granular/Powder
Concentrate

55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
400555
Usage:
Concentrate

400 lb
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

400 lb
482555
Granular/Powder
Concentrate

pivot

prodigy

Pivot is a highly concentrated solid laundry detergent which
combines a fully balanced detergent with a non-caustic
alkali break to deliver safe and superior cleaning for
personal clothing and mixed loads in institutional and on
premise laundries. As a solid, it is easy to handle, economical, and occupies very little space.

Prodigy Detergent is a mildly alkaline fully balanced
laundry detergent ideally suited for cleaning the mixture
of oily and particulate soils common in personal clothing
treated in industrial and institutional laundries. It is
suitable for use with all natural and synthetic fibers at
cold, warm or hot water temperatures.

concentrated solid laundry detergent

general-purpose laundry detergent

green cove

TM

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
406804
Liquid
Concentrate

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
406805
Usage:
Concentrate
15 GALLON (15 GAL)
SKU:
406815
Usage:
Concentrate
5 lb
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/5 lb
413120
Solid
Concentrate

55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
406855
Usage:
Concentrate
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proxy

pulse

Proxy Detergent is a neutral heavy duty formulated
detergent, combining the powerful st ain removal
abilities of peroxide with grease cutting and soil removal
surfactant technology. In addition, it contains orange oil
and environmentally favorable solvents to enhance
performance at lower temperatures. Proxy is suitable for
use with all natural and synthetic fibers at cold, warm or
hot temperatures. Superior cleaning action.

Pulse Detergent is a mildly alkaline fully balanced NPE-free
laundry detergent ideally suited for cleaning the mixture of
oily and particulate soils common in personal clothing
treated in industrial and institutional laundries . It is suitable
for use with all natural and synthetic fibers at cold, warm or
hot water temperatures.

peroxide laundry detergent

general-purpose laundry detergent

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
402304
Liquid
Concentrate

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
402305
Usage:
Concentrate
15 GALLON (15 GAL)
SKU:
402315
Usage:
Concentrate

55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
402355
Usage:
Concentrate

55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
400355
Usage:
Concentrate

quest

wonder

Quest Detergent is a low foaming detergent excellent for
cleaning synthetic and natural fabrics. It penetrates and
emulsifies oily soils. It provides superior cleaning action
when used in conjunction with Santec’s alkali break.

Wonder is a novel neutral pH liquid laundry detergent
utilizing a unique blend of surfactants, water conditioners, and complex enzymes ideal for smaller institutional
machines using lower temperatures to wash a broad
range of laundry including personal clothing, restaurant
linen, food workwear, towels and textiles in healthcare
and hotel facilities, and more. At wash temperatures of
110 -120° F it delivers excellent cleaning, superior
whitening and broad stain removal.

industrial laundry detergent

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

general-purpose enzyme laundry detergent

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
415005
Usage:
Concentrate
15 GALLON (15 GAL)
SKU:
415015
Usage:
Concentrate
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55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
415055
Usage:
Concentrate

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
415404
Liquid
Concentrate

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
415405
Usage:
Concentrate
15 GALLON (15 GAL)
SKU:
415415
Usage:
Concentrate

neutralizers+sours
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balance

element

Balance Neutralizer is a mild acidic sour and reducing
agent combination powder for the final rinse in the wash
cycle to eliminate both residual alkalinity and chlorine
from the wash bath.

Element Neutralizer is a concentrated liquid antichlor
product for use in institutional laundry applications. May
be added to the wash wheel to help eliminate residual
chlorine. Element neutralizer may also be used as
reducing bleach where staining reclaim is necessary.
Element Neutralizer increases brightness of fabric,
prevents yellowing and fabric deterioration.

chlorine alkalinity neutralizer

chlorine neutralizer

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
403604
Liquid
Concentrate

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
403605
Usage:
Concentrate

50 lb
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

50 lb
480050
Granular/Powder
Concentrate

400 lb
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

400 lb
412855
Granular/Powder
Concentrate

15 GALLON (15 GAL)
SKU:
403615
Usage:
Concentrate

55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
403655
Usage:
Concentrate

equal

response

Equal Neutralizer is a mild acidic sour and reducing
agent combination liquid for the final rinse in the wash
cycle to eliminate both residual alkalinity and chlorine
from the wash bath.

Response Neutralizer is an inorganic acid that adjusts the
pH of alkaline industrial waste water prior to disposal.

chlorine alkalinity neutralizer

waste water neutralizer

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
480005
Usage:
Concentrate
15 GALLON (15 GAL)
SKU:
480015
Usage:
Concentrate
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55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
480055
Usage:
Concentrate

55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
403255
Usage:
Concentrate

LINDEN SERIES | SOURS

mystic

rustex

Mystic Sour is an acid neutralizer for the final rinse in
the wash cycle to eliminate residual alkali from the wash
and bleach operations.

Rustex Sour is a liquid rust sour designed for commercial
applications. It will eliminate possible fabric damage that
might result from residual rust and alkalinity. Rustex Sour
will eliminate mineral deposit stains, and leave the fabric at
a pH that is comfortable for skin contact. It also works to
prevent the discoloration of fabrics by removing lime and
iron from the wash cycle.

industrial laundry sour

rust removing laundry sour

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
407905
Usage:
Concentrate

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
401105
Usage:
Concentrate

15 GALLON (15 GAL)
SKU:
407915
Usage:
Concentrate

15 GALLON (15 GAL)
SKU:
401115
Usage:
Concentrate

55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
407955
Usage:
Concentrate

55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
401155
Usage:
Concentrate

vortex

industrial laundry sour
Vortex Sour is an organic acid neutralizer for the final
rinse in the wash cycle to eliminate residual alkali from
the wash and bleach operations. It is the preferred sour
for tunnel washers.
green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
482755
Usage:
Concentrate
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crete be gone

formula 54

Crete Be Gone is a laundry booster - aids in the removal of
harsh concrete and carbonized black stains found on
linens.

Formula 54 is a versatile stain remover for tannin stains
including coffee, tea, beer, fruit juices, wines, mustard
and grass.

textile concrete stain remover additive

green cove

tannin stain remover

green cove

TM

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
415605
Usage:
Concentrate

QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 qt
422008
Liquid
RTU

formula 72

formula 90

Formula 72 is a versatile stain remover for blood, eggs,
perspiration and other protein stains.

Formula 90 is a versatile stain remover for paint, oil, grease,
lipstick, lacquer, nail polish, and other tough stains.

protein stain remover

green cove

green cove

TM

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

tough stain remover

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

4/1 qt
423008
Liquid
RTU

QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 qt
424008
Liquid
RTU
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formula 324

formula 576

Formula 324 is a ready-to-use liquid for use as a pre-treatment in laundry operations to enhance removal of rust
stains from fabric. Formula 324 effectively removes rust
stains without the use of Hydrofluoric Acid. Can also be
used in cases where heavy iron content is present as a rust
removing sour.

Formula 576 is a 100% active biodegradable citrus
based laundry additive. Formula 576 enhances laundry
operations by removing oil and grease stains from fabric.
It can be used as a laundry booster, as a pre-soak or as a
pre-spotter.

rust iron pre-treatment

degreasing booster pre-treatment

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 qt
405808
Liquid
RTU

QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 qt
405708
Liquid
RTU

formula 613

formula 747

Formula 613 is a one step stain remover that can be
used either to re-claim white linen in the commercial
laundry wash wheel or as a pre-soak stain removing
activator for difficult-to-remove stains. It’ll revitalize your
linen and reduce linen replacement costs. When used
at a properly controlled rate, Formula 613 does not
reduce tensile strength of common fabrics such as
cotton, polyester and blends. Formula 613 is not for use
on delicate fabrics such as wool and silk.

Formula 747 is a 100% active citrus based blend of
degreasers and emulsifiers with a remarkable versatility of
application. Originally formulated for the laundry industry,
use of Formula 747 has rapidly expanded to the food
services, transportation, industrial machinery, hotels and
motels, and building maintenance industries as well as to
sewage treatment and garbage disposal and processing
plants. Formula 747 is also environmentally friendly.

powdered laundry stain remover

versatile specialty cleaner laundry pre-spotter

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

TM
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6 lb
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/6 lb
419046
Granular/Powder
Concentrate

QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 qt
403508
Liquid
RTU

LINDEN SERIES | PROBLEM SOLVERS

formula 806

luminus

Formula 806 is a concentrated laundry pre-spotter and wash
additive, formulated with a blend of environmentally-friendly
solvents, emulsifiers, enzymes and an agent specific for
plastic-based stains. It can be used as a pre-spotter, as a
presoak or as a laundry additive. The unique enzymatic activity
allows for quick penetration, digestion, and removal of the
toughest stains and soils.

Luminus Brightener is a powerful laundry whiteness
enhancer. It yields intense white effects on cellulosic
fibers, exhausting on them in short wash times even at
cold temperatures. It can be used as a fabric brightening
booster in conjunction with a conventional detergent. It
can also be used to regenerate gray and dulled linen,
thus significantly extending their service life.

enzyme based all purpose pre-treatment

green cove

green cove

TM

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

QUARTS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

laundry whiteness enhancer

4/1 qt
406408
Liquid
RTU

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
482205
Usage:
Concentrate

substance

vanish

Subst ance Conditioner is a concentrated water
conditioner for institutional laundry applications. It
removes minerals from hard water, and improves
detergent efficiency. Substance Conditioner contains
sequestrants to help eliminate minerals such as iron
deposits in the wash wheel. Will also prevent graying of
linen and prolong the life of equipment by preventing
hard water scale build-up.

Vanish is used in commercial laundries [in the wash wheel]
to remove rust stains, brighten linen that has dulled due to
excess minerals in the water and reclaim linen that has
been damaged from concrete stains. It is also used as a
sour in extreme rust conditions.

concentrated water conditioner

rust reclaim laundry powder

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
404404
Liquid
Concentrate

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
404405
Usage:
Concentrate
15 GALLON (15 GAL)
SKU:
404415
Usage:
Concentrate

55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
404455
Usage:
Concentrate

40 lb
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

40 lb
481450
Granular/Powder
Concentrate
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nifty

pure

Nifty Softener is a concentrated liquid fabric softener for
application to all fabrics in the final rinse cycle of a
laundry machine. Exhibits outst anding softening
properties. Contains an effective fabric softener, mild
neutralizer, and pleasant “Spring Fresh” perfume.
Renders harsh, rough fabrics soft and fluffy in one
application. Reduces retained water in the fabric after
the spinning or wringer-drying. Reduces friction for
faster ironing.

Pure is a concentrated liquid fabric softener for application
to all fabrics in the final rinse cycle of a laundry machine.
Renders harsh, rough fabrics soft and fluffy in one application. Reduces retained water in the fabric after the spinning
or wringer-drying. Reduces friction for faster ironing.

fabric softener | spring fresh

fabric softener | free and clear

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

4/1 gal
406004
Liquid
Concentrate

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
406005
Usage:
Concentrate

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
427405
Usage:
Concentrate

15 GALLON (15 GAL)
SKU:
406015
Usage:
Concentrate

15 GALLON (15 GAL)
SKU:
427415
Usage:
Concentrate

55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
406055
Usage:
Concentrate

55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
427455
Usage:
Concentrate

satin

shield

Satin Softener is a premier liquid fabric softener for
application to all fabrics in the final rinse cycle of a
laundry machine. Exhibits superior softening properties
combined with a long lasting and pleasant “spring
fresh” scent. Renders harsh, rough fabrics soft and
fluffy in one application. Reduces retained water in the
fabric after the spinning or wringer-drying. Reduces
friction for faster ironing.

Shield Laundry Softener /Sanitizer is a concentrated
formulation designed for use in commercial and institutional
laundry operations by addition to the final rinse cycle. The
residual self-sanitizing activity reduces the number of odor
causing bacteria from wet contamination.

fabric softener | spring fresh scent

laundry softener + sanitizer

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
492055
Usage:
Concentrate

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
412605
Usage:
Concentrate
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velvet

whisper

Velvet Softener is a premier liquid fabric softener for
application to all fabrics in the final rinse cycle of a
laundry machine. Exhibits superior softening properties
combined with a long lasting and powerful “clean
breeze” scent. Renders harsh, rough fabrics soft and
fluffy in one application. Reduces retained water in the
fabric after the spinning or wringer-drying. Reduces
friction for faster ironing.

Whisper Softener is a concentrated liquid fabric softener
for application to all fabrics in the final rinse cycle of a
laundry machine. Exhibits outstanding softening properties.
Contains an effective fabric softener, mild neutralizer, and
pleasant “Rose Petal” perfume. Renders harsh, rough
fabrics soft and fluffy in one application. Reduces retained
water in the fabric after the spinning or wringer-drying.
Reduces friction for faster ironing.

fabric softener | clean breeze scent

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

fabric softener | rose petal scent

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

GALLONS
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:
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4/1 gal
414004
Liquid
Concentrate

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
492005
Usage:
Concentrate

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
414005
Usage:
Concentrate

15 GALLON (15 GAL)
SKU:
478015
Usage:
Concentrate

15 GALLON (15 GAL)
SKU:
414015
Usage:
Concentrate

55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
478055
Usage:
Concentrate

55 GALLON (55 GAL)
SKU:
414055
Usage:
Concentrate
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choice

crisp

Choice Starch is a Poly Vinyl Acetate (PVA) based
synthetic liquid textile starch that instantly dissovles and
disperses in water at 90-110 degree Fahrenheit. It delivers
excellent body and smoothness of hand to most synthetic
fibers including VISA, spun poly and poly-cotton blends

Crisp Starch is a readily dispersible pre-gelatinized instant
laundry powdered starch designed to provide excellent
starching at 100 to 110 degrees F. It is economical and
provides excellent fabric stiffness and smoothness of hand
for all types of fabric, especially cotton-based textiles
including shirts, aprons, chef coats, sheets and table linens.

instant liquid textile starch

instant powdered textile starch

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

green cove

TM

BIODEGRADABLE,
NON-TOXIC,
PHOSPHOROUS FREE

5 GALLON PAIL (5 GAL)
SKU:
480705
Usage:
Concentrate
15 GALLON (15 GAL)
SKU:
480715
Usage:
Concentrate
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50 lb
Pack Size:
SKU:
Form:
Usage:

50 lb
481750
Granular/Powder
Concentrate
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STAIN SOLUTIONS GUIDE

WONDER

SANTEX DESTAINER

RUSTEX SOUR

PROXY DETERGENT

POWER DESTAINER

OXY SAFE

LINDEX DETERGENT

HYDRO DESTAINER

FORMULA 806

FORMULA 747

FORMULA 613

FORMULA 576

FORMULA 324

FORMULA 90

FORMULA 54

FLUORINE

BRIGHT SAFE

AQUATERGE

ACTIVE

1420 DETERGENT

tough stains? not.
ADHESIVE
BABY FOOD
BEVERAGE
BLOOD
CHOCOLATE
CLAY, SOIL & MUD
COFFEE
COLLAR & CUFF
CURRY
FECES
FRUIT JUICE
GRAFFITTI
GRASS
GREASE & OIL
GREASY PREP SURFACES
INK
KETCHUP
MAKEUP & LIPSTICK
MILDEW
MUSTARD
PAINT
RUST
SALAD DRESSING
SHOE POLISH
80
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clean
needs
santec
SANTEC
CLEAN NEEDS. MET.™

1420 East Linden Avenue
Linden NJ 07036

T: 908-912-2500
F: 908-374-7149
www.cleanneeds.com

